
Elementary, Middle, High School, Community Groups

SKILLS: INFORMATION LITERACY CRITICAL THINKING ARGUMENT FORMATION

CURRICULUM: Creating an Inclusive World 

IMPACT: Local

Use technology to create a more inclusive world.

Local ► Inclusion

AN INITIATIVE OF

Inclusion + Technology
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A special thank you to Microsoft for helping us  
empower youth to create more inclusive communities.

Technology is a powerful tool for social change. Every day, 
each of us engages with products, services and environments 
that could be more inclusive. Look for these opportunities. 
Are there barriers to inclusion, like inaccessible entrances 
to your school, lack of captions on videos or other resources 
that can’t be used by everyone? You can use technology to 
make your school and community more inclusive.

Inclusive design benefits everyone! 
Voice commands and remote controls 
evolved from design solutions for people 
with disabilities, yet benefit us all.

IMPACT
Inclusion + Technology

Microsoft believes technology is a powerful force for inclusion. There are no limits to  
what people can achieve when technology reflects the diversity of everyone who uses it. 

Fact: 
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Ways to Take Action

Use technology to create a solution that makes 
your school or community more inclusive.

At Home:
• Have a discussion with your family about what inclusion means

and discuss whether or not your home is an inclusive environment.
Can you welcome people with diverse abilities into your home?

At School:
• Create a presentation for a school assembly that raises awareness

about how inclusive design results in services, experiences and
spaces that benefit everyone.

• Build an app that addresses an important issue of inclusion
in your school.

As a Community:
• Challenge yourself to review your central community space.

Does it allow people of all abilities to feel welcome?
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WE Day App Challenge!
Every student has the right to feel 
welcome. We challenge you to create a 
more inclusive environment in your school. 
Learn ways you can foster inclusion with 
your peers by visiting WE.org/weareone. 
Then, ask your educator to track your 
results by creating a weekly progress 
chart. #WEareOne

Check out other resources for this 
campaign on your USB!

Grade Level Subject Connection Skill Developed Learning Goals

Elementary/
Middle

English Language Arts

Science and 
Technology

Social Studies

Action planning 

Research and 
writing 

Argument formation  

Organization 

Reflection 

Information literacy 

Critical thinking 

Leadership skills

Students will:

• Understand how the use of
language affects the creation
of an inclusive society.

• Explore the role of technology
to make community experiences,
services and spaces more inclusive.

High School

English Language Arts

Science and 
Technology

Computer Studies

Social Studies

Students will:

• Understand how the use of
language affects the creation
of an inclusive society.

• Explore the role of technology
to make community experiences,
services and spaces more inclusive.

Learning Outcomes

A classroom resource to promote inclusion, and to explore how  
communities can become places where everyone feels welcome. 

Curriculum Name: Creating an Inclusive World

 Investigate and learn with the Inclusion Issue Card

 Action plan with your Local Yearbook

  Use OneNote interactively to delve deeper into the issue of inclusion

 Use the creative resource to check if your space is inclusive

 Assign Club Cards to all members

  Check out the Leadership with Technology for Good skill on 
page 12

 Put up campaign posters

 Complete your Campaign Impact Survey

 Plan your WE DayX

Checklist
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Use technology to create a more inclusive world.
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#WEareOne

Learn more about the issues at WE.org/exploringissues
Learn how to take action at WE.org/weareone 

without a 
disability .

90% of people 

disabilities
do as well or better

as co-workers

with

at their jobs
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Go through the Exploring Issues activity to learn more about the 
importance of inclusivity and ways technology can help create 
more welcoming and safe learning spaces for all.
Take time to learn from people with different abilities and experiences.
Try to think outside of your school and research community centers or
organizations that provide services for persons with disabilities. 

Have someone from your group reach out and ask about having a representative
come to talk to your class about the experiences of people with different abilities.

Step 1: Inves tigate and Learn
From remote controls to Velcro shoes and sliding doors, inclusive design 
is all around us. But among the solutions, there are also many barriers  
to inclusivity in our everyday world.
With your group, discuss any services or resources already in place that 
make your school more accessible and inclusive. (E.g., special needs 
teachers, adaptive technology or learning aids.)

Write or draw a few of them below. 
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How many people would you like to 
get involved in this campaign? 

What forms of technology are available  
to you that could help with this campaign? 

Who do you plan to present your solution to? 

When will you present your solution?

It’s time to set your goal for inclusivity!
Start by thinking about the resources available to you in your school. 
Do you think there can be improvements to make your building more 
accessible? Are clubs and organizations welcoming to all students? 
Consider how you can remove some of the barriers to an inclusive 
community through technology.

Remember, disabilities can take 
on all forms—visible or not. 

Set Your Goal

Student Local Yearbook: WE Are One
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Step 2: Action Plan
Use the Creative Resource: Accessibility Mapping Chart to help  
you explore your school or community. Take note of spaces and 
objects that might pose a barrier to someone.

Using your findings from the Accessibility Mapping Chart, discuss and decide which 
accessibility issues your group would like to propose a solution to.

You will use these notes during the Take Action phase to help you present 
your design solution.

Choose one to focus on!
What barrier will your group propose a design solution to?

How will you use technology to design a solution that promotes inclusivity?

Issue Solution
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Step 3: Take Action

Reflect
Did your audience have any follow-up questions? Why do you think 
accessibility and inclusivity often go unnoticed? How can we help others 
learn to recognize our shared responsibility for making spaces accessible? 

Next, use a digital presentation tool, such as Microsoft Sway, to create a presentation 
that clearly explains the benefits of your inclusivity solution. 

Organize your notes from the Investigate and Learn and Action Plan sections and use 
them to help address the questions below during your presentation. 

►  Who is currently using this space or resource? Who is unable to use this space or resource?

►  What is the issue? Why is it important to remove or resolve this issue?

►  What is the technological solution? What benefits does it offer?

►  What will the solution require (installation time and costs, training for equipment, etc.)?

►   How will your group offer assistance (volunteering, fundraising for costs, etc.)?

     Make sure to wish each other luck before your presentation!
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Step 4: Report and Celebrate

Report
► How many people did you get involved in this campaign?

►  How many people did you reach with your presentation?

►  What kind of solution did you present? How did you use
technology to envision a solution and take action for inclusivity?

► What parts of your presentation were most effective? What were
the big successes in your presentation?

► What were the results of your presentation?

►  Has your teacher contacted your WE Schools Partnership
Manager about filling out an Impact Survey?    Yes  /   No

► Share photos of your actions
with your school, community
and WE Schools Partnership
Manager.

► Record the highlights of your
event day and create a video.

► Celebrate impacts through
a class party, assembly or
WE DayX.

Celebrate!

Share your success with WE Are One by 
posting photos to social media 

 using #WEareOne.

It’s important to celebrate and share the success and  
impact of your campaign, and to reward yourselves for 
all your hard work. 
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